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Abstract
A problem arises when different printing systems are used to print images. Different
systems have considerably different contrast and resolution capabilities while an
individual printing system might have a low resolution capability, the system may have the
ability to render low contrast detail. Similarly, if a printing system has a high resolution
capability, it does not necessarily mean that such a system has the ability to render
low contrast detail well. Such contrast and resolution restrictions may be attributed to
the capabilities of the PostScript interpreter, the screening method used by the RIP,
the image transfer method of the output device, the substrate used, or a combination
of these factors.
The RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target has been developed to measure the
relationship between contrast and resolution of a printing system. The target measures
the contrast-resolution capability of the printing system in both the horizontal and
vertical print direction of the printing device. A graph can be plotted to show the
Contrast Sensitivity (CS) for the printing system. From this distribution, a contrast-
resolution-volume (CRV) can be calculated to produce a quantitative contrast-resolution
measurement for an individual printing system.
The hypothesis of this thesis is that the RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target can
provide a method of discriminating the CRV of marking engines and screening methods
by using analysis methods intended for use with the target. The target was printed on
several printing systems. 12 observers were used to measure the target. The observers
were given instruction on proper target reading, and their observations were recorded as
IX
CRV measurements. The CRV values for all colors from each system were averaged for
each observer. The averaged data was entered into a two-way ANOVA test, where the two
dimensions in the test were systems and observers. The results of the ANOVA test showed
that there was significant variance in the average CRV values from each system, and the
hypothesis of this thesis was accepted.
In addition, the ANOVA test indicated that there was significant variance between
the observers readings. Although each observer used a different judging criteria, it was
concluded that the observers evaluated the different systems relative to one and other
in almost the same sequence.
Chapter 1
Introduction
The use of digital printing within industry today is constantly increasing. Digital printing
provides the printing industrywith new market areas which were previously not attainable
by conventional processes due to technology and cost restraints. Digital printing can
provide on-demand, short-run, variable data printing with fast makeready, speed, quality
and faster turnaround than conventional printing methods. A recent study by the Digital
Printing Council shows that from 63,118 US printing companies, only 4,505 currently have
digital printing facilities in-house. This figure is anticipated to rise to 30,989 by 2006. '
This future trend will cause digital printing to compete and replace products and services
produced by conventional printing processes. Books, brochures, magazines, catalogs,
financial print, legal print, coupons, signs, and many other printed products can now be
produced by digital printing quickly, with short-runs, and with personalization.
Digital printing is also widely used today in proofing applications. Today in
the graphic arts industry, there is a strong trend to adopt digital proofing systems in
preference to the conventional film-based proofing approach. The market demand for
computer-to-plate systems is one main factor for the increase in digital proofing systems
in a film-less environment. Conventional proofs are no longer an economically viable
option many different digital processes are being used today to produce contract quality
proofs, either in-house or at a remote location. However, a problem arises when printing
work via two different processes, such as a digital proofing process and a conventional
printing process. These are totally different processes and each process has different
contrast and resolution capabilities.
There has been previous work in the analysis of print quality capabilities between
digital and conventional printing
processes.1 However, there has been limited research
conducted to compare the output resolution in relation to the addressable contrast of
digital and conventional printing systems. In assessing the quality of any output system,
it is important to identify the contrast limitations in addition to resolution limitations of
the system. While an individual printing system might have a low resolution capability,
the system may have the ability to render low contrast detail. Similarly, if a printing system
has a high resolution capability, it does not necessarily mean that such a system has the
ability to render low contrast detail well.
RIT has developed a target (the RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target) to measure
the contrast and addressability limitations of a printing system. The target measures the
contrast-resolution capability of the printing system in both the horizontal and vertical
print direction. A number of observers view the printed target and indicate the point
where the printing system is unable to render the test pattern. From this data, a graph
can be plotted to show the Contrast Sensitivity curve of the system, and from the curve, a
contrast-resolution-volume (CRV) value can be calculated for a printing system.
The intention of this thesis is to identify whether the RIT Contrast Resolution Test
Target can provide a method of discriminating contrast-resolution of marking engines
and screening methods by using analysis methods intended for use with the target.
Endnotes for Chapter 1
1. Eliot Harper, Digital Printing Issues 2000: Economics, Markets, Technology and the
Digital Future (Alexandria, VA: Digital Printing Council, 2000), 8.
2. Jennifer A. Kerrigan, Digital Color Press Technologies: Analysis of the Printing
Characteristics as Compared with SWOP (Rochester, NY: RIT, 1996).
Chapter 2
Theoretical Bases ofStudy
Introduction
In order to understand and interpret the contrast-resolution differences between different
printing systems, it is first necessary to identify the underlying processes and mechanics of
such printing processes. This chapter provides an explanation of conventional and digital
printing processes, identifies the fundamental differences between contrast and resolution,
the effect that screening methods and paper have on contrast and resolution, and explains
the structure and evaluation method of the RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target.
Offset Lithography
There are many different variations of the offset lithographic process; heatset web-offset,
coldset web-offset, sheetfed, satellite offset, and perfecting offset are just some variations.
However, the underlying process throughout offset lithography is the same. The term
"offset"
can be defined as a process of transferring ink from the printing plate to an inter
mediate rubber-covered blanket cylinder which then transfers the ink to the substrate.'
"Lithography"
can be defined as a planographic process in which ink is applied selectively
to the plate by chemically treating the image areas to accept ink and the non-image areas to
accept
water.2
Origin ofOffset Lithography
Offset lithography is now a well established and mature technology. It evolved from the
stone lithography process discovered by Alois Senefelder ofMunich around 1798. Working
on a highly porous stone, Senefelder sketched his design with a greasy substance which was
absorbed by the stone. He then wetted the entire surface with a mixture of gum arabic and
water.3 The application of gum arabic and water was repelled away from the greasy
design area and only covered the areas with no design (or non-image areas). After the stone
wetting process, ink was applied to the stone. The ink was a mixture of soap, wax, oil and
lampblack. Due to the chemical relationship between them, oil and water repel each other
and therefore the ink only lay in the greasy design areas (or image areas) of the stone. By
pressing a sheet of paper to the stone, the ink was transferred to the paper, producing a
printed image. The disadvantages of this process was that it was extremely time consuming,
difficult to produce consistent results, and required a laterally inverted image (the image
had to be drawn backwards on the stone). The process evolved over the ages from the stone
image surface to a metal plate composed of zinc and aluminum however, there was a sub
strate limitation with this process as it was difficult to print on rough paper surfaces. In
1906 Ira A. Rubel invented the first offset press,4 using an offset rubber blanket to indirectly
transfer the image from the plate to paper, which produced a sharp printed image, and
offset lithography as we know it todaywas born.
Imagesetters and Platesetters
The first stage in preparing work for offset lithography is in the plate imaging stage. Today
there are two main approaches to creating offset lithographic plates; the first is to expose
the plate in a contact frame, where an imaged film is placed over the plate to mask out
the image or non-image areas of the plate. Today, imagesetters are largely used to image
film. The second approach is to image the plate directly using a laser or other light source,
such devices are known as platesetters, this imaging method is commonly referred to as
computer-to-plate, or CTP.
Inevitably, the resolution of the created image is dependant upon the resolution
capabilities of the laser optical system. There are several different types of lasers used in
imagesetters and platesetters, and different laser types require different optical systems.
However, most devices are capable of achieving a resolution between 2400-3600 dpi.
Both imagesetters and platesetters use similar imagingmethods to write the image
on the film or plate. Film or a CTP plate can be imaged in an internal drum, on an exter
nal drum, or on a flat surface. Although the laser, optics, and imaging method may differ
between imagesetters and platesetters, the fundamental principle of writing the image is
similar for both devices. This section describes these three imaging methods.
Figure 1. An internal drum system
In internal drum technology, the media (the plate or film) ismounted on the inside
of a drum and held in place by a vacuum.When the media is in position, it is imaged by use
of a spinning deflection mirror which moves along the axis of the drum in increments of
one-scan-line width per revolution. The speed of imaging is based upon the rotation speed
of the spinning mirror. The mirror deflects the laser at a
90
angle onto the media. The
beam is focused onto the rotating mirror element of the spinner, projecting a collimated
beam onto the plate at the required spot size.5 Throughout imaging, the distance between
the spinning mirror and the plate remains constant. A picture of an internal drum system
is shown in figure 1.
External drum technology is the reverse of internal drum; the media is mounted
on the outside of a cylinder. The media is held in place by a mechanical clamping method.
When the media is in position, the drum starts to rotate at a constant rate. There are sev
eral different approaches used to image the media in external drum systems one popular
method is by the use of a multiple array of laser diodes, as shown in figure 2. The laser
diodes are arranged in the form of a matrix or a line this technique makes it possible to
keep the exposure time of each plate to a matter ofminutes, since up to 80 or more laser
beams can expose the media simultaneously.6
Enlarged view of
laser diode matrix
Figure 2. An external drum system using a laser diode matrix
In a flat surface device, the media lies flat, either horizontally or vertically. In imag
esetters this arrangement is known as a 'capstan device', and for platesetters, this is referred
to as a 'flatbed device'. In an imagesetter, capstan rollers pull the photosensitive film past
a laser light source. In a platesetter, the plate is mounted on a flat surface. There are many
different approaches to imaging plates on flatbed platesetters, one popular approach is by
using a polygon mirror which reflects the laser beam over the area.7 An illustration of a
capstan device is shown in figure 3, and a flatbed device using a polygon mirror configura
tion is shown in figure 4.
Figure 3. Imagingfilm on a capstan device
Argon-ion laser Modulator
Polygon
gmg
table
Figure 4. Imaging a plate on a flatbed
device using a polygon mirror
OffsetLithographic Plates
Due to the planographic nature of the lithographic printing process, an offset lithographic
plate is required to present two different surface types. The first surface type is one which
must be receptive to water (the aqueous dampening solution of the press); this is known as
the hydrophilic area of the plate. The second surface type is one that is ink receptive and
attracts ink to the image-areas of the plate; this is known as the oleophilic area of the plate.
Offset lithographic plates are usually made from thin metal sheets ranging from
thicknesses of to depending on the plate size and the type ofpress.8 Tradition
ally, zinc was used as the metal for the plate, but nowadays aluminum is most widely used.
The aluminum plate area is usually grained. The graining of plates increases the sur
face area or porosity of the plate in the hydrophilic areas in order to retain larger volumes
of water which improves repelling of the
ink,9 and it provides anchorage in the oleophilic
plate areas to the ink. The traditional method of plate graining was conducted mechani
cally where the plate surface is grained by a slurry of abrasive particles that is circulated in
a ball mill, or by rotating nylon brushes.10 Nowadays, chemical graining of plates is most
commonly used; in this method, the metal plate surface is roughened and anodized by elec
trochemical treatment. The electrolytic process decays the crystalline structure of the alu
minum sheet causing microscopic channels to form on the plate
surface."
There are two types of lithographic plates; negative working and positive working
plates. The chemical structure of each type of plate differs, but the physical process of form
ing the hydrophilic and oleophilic plate areas is the same for both plate types. Most positive
working plates are based on diazonaphthaquinone chemistry. These plates are developed
using an alkaline
solution.12 There are three different types of negative working plates; pho-
toinsolubilization, photopolymerization and photocross-linking. In all of these three pro
cesses, a solubility differential is created between the exposed and unexposed areas of the
plate coating, and the plate is developed using water, aqueous alkali, or
solvent.13
Figure 5 (a-c) illustrates the plate-making process for negative working plates. A
negative film is placed over the plate surface and a platen glass is locked over the film and
plate. A vacuum removes any air between and around the plate and film. A UV light source
is then projected onto the plate through the film; the light penetrates through the clear
areas (image areas) of the negative film. This exposure causes the plate coating to harden,
and any unexposed coating is then washed away by the processing stage leaving only image
areas. Figure 5 (d-f) shows the plate-making process for positive working plates. The expo
sure process is identical to that of negative working, but a positive film is used instead of a
negative film. In the positive film, the clear areas form the non-image areas of the plate. The
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UV light exposure causes the exposed areas of the plate to solubilize, and the non-exposed
areas remain hard. These solubilized areas are then washed away in the processing stage
leaving image areas on the plate. In both plate types, the image areas are the oleophilic (ink
receptive) areas of the plate, and the remainder of the plate surface is hydrophilic (water
receptive).
In addition to conventional plates, there are several other different types of plate
used in offset lithography. One such type ofplate is a waterless lithographic plate. This plate,
as its name indicates, uses the planographic lithographic process without the requirement
for an aqueous based dampening solution. These plates use a silicone rubber layer to form
the ink-repelling areas, and a light-sensitive photopolymer layer to form the ink-receptive
image areas.14
-Soluble light-sensitive coating Insoluble light-sensitive coatin
Image area^ Negative film7
v- Positive film Image area.i t *
(a) Negative plate during exposure (d) Positive plate during exposure
Coating in image areas Coating in non-image areas
hardened by light solubilized by light
Aluminum
base
(b) Negative plate after exposure (e) Positive plate after exposure
Unexposed coating in non-image Solubilized coating in non-image
areas washed away areas washed away
n /vr- n .. . n xnx n
) Aluminum 5
< base /
(c) Negative plate after development (f) Positive plate after development
Figure 5. The three stages ofplate-makingforpositive and negative workingplates
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CTP platesetters use different plate types to that of conventional plates (except for
platesetters with a UV light source; these can use conventional plates). There are many
different plates both under development and available on the market; polyester, photo-
polymer, silver halide, thermal ablation, thermal transfer, thermal cross-linking, and phase
change are many of such plates used in CTP. The type of plate used is dependant upon
the individual platesetter. Every CTP plate holds a different spectral and power sensitivity,
therefore the type of laser (the spectral wavelength) and the amount of power intensity
used by the laser (in joules) will depend which plates can be used by a particular platesetter.
(a) The plate is
dampened
(c)The inked image is
transferred to the blanket
cylinder
(b) Ink is applied to the
plate which is attracted to
the image areas
(d)The inked image is
transferred to the paper
Figure 6. Thefour stages ofprinting by offset lithography
The Offset Lithographic Printing Process
Figure 6 (a-d) shows the four stages of printing by offset lithography. In the first stage (a),
the aluminum plate is wrapped around the plate cylinder and the plate is dampened by the
application of dampening solution. The dampening solution contains treated water, gum
arabic (which helps to lower the contact angle and repel the ink) and dampening solution
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concentrate (plate etch; required to prevent the gum arabic from precipitating). For pur
poses of illustration, figure 6 (a) shows only one dampening form roller, but typically there
are two rollers. In a conventional dampening system, a ductor roller transfers the dampen
ing solution from the fountain roller to a vibrating distributor roller, which, in turn, trans
fers the solution to two form rollers. The form rollers remain in constant contact with the
plate, and due to the hydrophilic and olephilic action of the plate, the dampening solution
is transferred to the non-image areas on the plate.15 There are several other variations to the
dampening systemmentioned, but the basic process of applying dampening solution to the
plate remains the same.
The second stage of offset lithography printing, figure 6 (b), is the plate inking stage.
The ink used in offset lithography is relatively viscous with a high tack for good transfer
and it has a high concentration of pigment.16 For illustration purposes, figure 6 (b) shows
only one ink form roller, but typically there are between two to four ink form rollers. Ink is
applied to the form rollers by an inking train or pyramid. A ductor roller transfers the ink
to a vibrator roller which, in turn, transfers the ink to a number of distributor rollers and
other vibrator rollers, and finally the ink reaches the form rollers where the ink is applied
to the plate. The reason for such a large number of inking rollers is due to the nature of the
ink itself, the ink is thick and viscous and it must be broken down into a thin layer for suc
cessful and even transfer to the plate.17 The ink is then repelled away from the non-image
areas of the plate by the dampening solution, and adheres to the image (oleophilic) areas
on the plate.
The third printing stage, figure 6 (c), is the offset stage of lithography. In this stage,
an offset cylinder (or blanket cylinder) is used to transfer the inked image to the paper. The
modern lithographic blanket is constructed of 2, 3 or 4 plies of fabric which are laminated
together by thin layers of rubber adhesive which form the carcass, the carcass is then coated
with several coats of a colored rubber to the face of the blanket.18 When the inked image
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comes in contact with the blanket, the ink is transferred across to the blanket to form a
reverse image of the print.
The final printing stage, figure 6 (d), is when the printed image is transferred to
the paper. This stage uses an impression cylinder; a metal cylinder which presses against
the blanket cylinder. Paper is introduced between these two rollers, and under the pressure
between the paper and blanket cylinder, the ink is transferred to the paper. As the image
has already been mirrored on the blanket cylinder, a right-reading image is printed on the
paper.
Inking
Pyramid
Blanket
Cylinder
Stream
Feeder
Delivery Bay
Figure 7. A cross sectional view ofa one unit offset lithographic sheetfed press
Source: Michael Barnard, John Peacock and Charlotte Berrill, The Blueprint
Handbook ofPrint and Production (London, England: Blueprint, 1994), 6:5.
Figure 7 shows a cross sectional view of a one unit offset lithographic sheetfed press.
There are many different configurations of offset lithographic presses, some presses do not
use an impression cylinder. These such presses are called perfecting presses, and an image is
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printed on both sides of the paper simultaneously. A pair of plate and blanket cylinders are
positioned above and below the paper, and the pressure between the two blanket cylinders
causes a printed impression to be made; this is known as a "blanket-to-blanket and
is commonly used in many web offset lithographic presses.
Figure 8. A cross sectional view of the Heidelberg Quickmaster 46-4DI
Source: Heidelberg, Quickmaster 46-4 DI Product Literature
(Heidelberg, Germany: Heidelberg Druckmaschinen AG, 1998)
A second possible configuration is the use of a common impression cylinder. This
arrangement uses one impression cylinder for all of the blankets. The Heidelberg Quick-
master 46-4 DI press uses such a configuration, as illustrated in figure 8. The stages dis
cussed only refer to sheetfed offset lithographic printing. Although the basic principle is
the same throughout offset lithography, there are several variations of the process as men
tioned earlier. The first variation is that offset lithography allows web-fed printing as well
as sheetfed. In web offset lithography, cold-set or heat-set inks can be used. Cold-set inks
are used with absorbent substrates such as newsprint, and they do not require any special
drying units. The ink sets into the paper; drying is usually not achieved before product dis-
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tribution, as a quick turnaround is usually required (as in newspaper production). Heat-set
inks are required for less absorbent paper which achieve 'initial set'when a high tempera
ture is applied; and gel to a solid upon cooling.19
Waterless lithography is another variation of offset lithography. By altering the
chemical structure of the printing plate, ink only adheres to the image areas on the plate.
Waterless lithography uses silicone rubber to form the ink-repelling areas on the plate;
by eliminating water in lithography, the requirement to control the ink-water balance (a
delicate relationship) is also eliminated. Waterless offset lithography is capable of allowing
screen frequencies of up to 600 lpi due to the reduction of dot gain in the
process.20
With computer-to-plate technology firmly established, there is an increasing
demand for plates to be imaged on press. Computer-to-plate (or CTP) uses a laser or lasers
to image the plate. The requirement for plate processing in CTP can be eliminated by abla
tive plate technology, where the laser ablates away image areas of a silicone rubber plate
surface to form ink receptive areas, leaving ink repelling areas where the laser does not
expose the plate this is a waterless offset process. To date, there are a 15 press manufactur
ers developing Digital Imaging (DI) presses. The advantages of such systems is that they
require minimal makeready time (as the plates do not need to be mounted and registered
on the press), and they can print short-run lengths cost effectively.
Digital Printing
Digital printing covers a broad spectrum of different printing technologies; electrostatic,
inkjet, ionography and magnetography are just a few digital printing technologies. How
ever, all digital printing technologies have one thing in common they produce a printed
image directly from a digital file. This section idenifies a number of digital printing pro
cesses which are used in many different printing and proofing applications today.
16
Origin ofDigital Printing
Although digital printing is relatively new technology, its history holds the greatest growth
rate and process diversification (into subsets, e.g. inkjet, electrography, etc.) than any of the
other printing processes.
Early digital printing systems were slow and restrictive. Throughout the 1970's,
printer manufacturers struggled to keep up with the computer. Mainframe computers in
corporate MIS centers output data at a rapid rate, but the printers were incapable of keep
ing up.Worse still, they could only handle a standard typewriter-based character set,which
did not allow for special symbols or logos or any kind of artwork. The character-based
printer was just an 'advanced typewriter' which increased in output speed, but it was still
not fast enough. Belt or chain-fed printers presented the market with a similar problem
with regards to speed these impact systems were still not fast enough to cope with the
output demand.
The impact printer led to the forms market which reduced the amount of actual
print to the variable data on the form, since everything else was pre-printed. Thus printers
were adapted with tractor feeds, and computer rooms had bursters, trimmers and de-colla
tors to remove the sprocket feed edges on the paper and the carbon paper, and create indi
vidual sheets. The dot-matrix printer extended impact printing a little while longer. The
quality kept improving from 6x9 to 10x12 to 14x20 dotmatrices. In the mid-1970's there was
the fully-addressable pin printer, but 1973 saw a revolutionary new digital printing technol
ogy, in this year Xerox launched the Xerox 1200 copier; the first non-impact xerographic
printer for computer output.21
Xerox continued to develop xerography and dominate the xerographic printing
market. In 1977 Xerox introduced the Xerox
9700,22 this was the first xerographic laser
printer capable of producing 120 page per minute, sheet-fed, at 300 dpi. Shortly thereafter,
the IBM 3800 web-fed printer was born with similar speeds but only 240 dpi.
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1980 saw a significant date in network printing; in this year, the Xerox 8000 was
introduced. This was Xerox's first network system, and it was introduced the year after Eth
ernet was launched (Ethernet was developed by Xerox). The Xerox 8000 was designed for
office networks to allow users to electronically create, process, file, print and distribute
documents, this was part of the most interesting failure of all time the system was ahead
of its time, but the laser printer was out-classed by a printer from Canon. At the same time
of the Xerox 8000, Canon introduced a cheap laser printer based on their desktop copier
and fax machines. It was called the LBP-CX and it ran at 8 pages a minute and had 300 dpi
resolution.23
In the early 1980s, a new application for digital printing was born; proofing. Digital
proofing brought a completely new and radical approach to pre-press technology; the intro
duction of digital high-end color systems. Images could be scanned and retouched on a
computer, pages could be composed and imposed electronically, and films could be output
directly from digital data through an imagesetter. However, there was one fundamental
requirement missing from this new digital evolution the ability to create proofs from the
digital data. At Drupa '90 the first digital proofing systems were announced. At the show,
Kodak demonstrated their Approval proofing system, and 3M showed their Digital Match-
print system. Although these proofing systems could reproduce halftone dots, the main
drawback and lack of adoption of these systems was due to their high cost (theywere priced
at $250,000 or
more).24
The next wave of digital proofing systems to hit the market were products which
did not use any halftone dots. Iris Graphics, a company which was acquired by Scitex in
the late 1980s, produced a proofing system which used continuous-drop inkjet technology
to create proofs. 3M also developed a non-halftone digital proofing system which used
dye-sublimation transfer technology, called the
Rainbow.25
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In 1986, Canon produced the first color xerography engine; the Canon CLC
l.26
Two years later, EFI (Electronics For Imaging) produced the Fiery RIP. This RIP could be
linked to the Canon CLC 1. This combination provided a significant breakthrough in xerog
raphy it was the first available color laser printer. By 1990, there were a number of such
systems available from other vendors as the demand for this technology increased.
1993 saw the next historical date in digital printing. On June 20, 1993, theWall Street
Journal announced the worlds first electrophotographic digital press; the Indigo e-Print
1000. The first Indigo system was a sheetfed system which only had a capability of four
colors, and it was so unreliable that they were only sold as a pair incase one press broke
down. In July 1993, Xeikon announced the second electrophotographic digital press. The
first digital press to incorporate a Xeikon engine was the Agfa Chromapress, launched at
IPEX '93.27 1993 was a particularly significant year for digital printing, as the Indigo and
Xeikon systems finally enabled digital printing to become a viable method of producing
print from digital files on-demand,with speed and relatively high quality, in four colors.
Today, due to the increasing adoption of digital workflows, the use of digital print
ing devices is constantly growing. With the continuing development of such technology,
these printers are beginning to provide a cost effective solution to color printing with
high print quality and color accuracy.
Digital PrintingTechnologies
Although digital printing devices vary by technology, they all require the same input digital
file format a bitmap file. A bitmap file is created through a Raster Image Processor (RIP).
The RIP converts the PostScript, PDF, or contone and linework files from the creating appli
cation (e.g. Quark XPress, InDesign, etc.) into a display list of all the text, images, links
and other items on the page, and from this display list, bitmap separations are generated.
The separations can then be sent to the digital printing device. As mentioned previously,
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there are many types of digital printing technologies. This section identifies these various
technologies, explaining the printing process, resolution capabilities and current vendors
of each technology.
Electrography
Electrography is a term used to define printing systems which use an electrostatic charge
to produce a printed image. There are two divisions of electrography; xerography and elec
trophotography. Xerography (commonly known as photocopying) uses a photoconductor
plate for image transfer. This plate is either formed around a cylindrical drum or lies on
a horizontal belt. Early xerographic photoconductors used inorganic materials such as sele
nium, zinc oxide or cadium sulphide. Today organic photoconductors (OPC) are used;
these are dual layer devices which have a thin charge generating layer (CGL) over which a
thicker charge transport layer (CTL) is coated.28 The materials used for the OPC plate con
sist ofdibromoanthanthrone in the CGL, and for the CTL, oxadiazoles, pyrazolines, leucotri-
phenylmethanes, hydrazones or arylamines can be used.29 Xerography is a six stage printing
process. In the first stage, negative electrostatic charges are applied across the photoconduc
tor plate. This surface charging occurs in the dark, which enables the photoconductor to
retain its charge. In the second stage, light is applied to the plate in the non-image areas,
this causes the charge in these exposed areas to bleed to ground. The third stage applies
charged dry toner particles to the plate surface. The toner is only attracted to the remaining
charged areas of the plate (the image areas) as it holds an opposing (positive) charge to the
photoconductor. In the fourth stage, the toner particles are transferred to the paper. A nega
tive electrostatic charge is applied to the paper to assist the toner transfer. The fifth stage is
a fusing process, where the paper enters a fusing unit (heater) which causes the loose toner
particles to bond to the paper. The final stage is the cleaning stage,where any toner particles
on the photoconductor which were not transferred to the paper are removed.
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By using a laser or LED light source in Xerography, the transfer image can be
applied to the photoconductor digitally this is frequently used in many Xerographic
engines today where a RIP sends the image data to the laser or LED light source. Single
color (black) and four color xerography is available today. The advantage of four color
xerography is that color, variable data printing can be achieved. There are several manufac
turers ofXerographic engines. Resolutions up to 600 dpi are typical from such devices.
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Figure 9. The six stage process ofelectrophotography
Electrophotography is similar to xerography, but in electrophotography the light
source only charges the image areas of the plate (referred to as discharge area develop
ment). Figure 9 illustrates the six stage process of electrophotography. In the first stage, the
photoconductor (OPC) is electrostatically charged in the dark by a scorotron. A scorotron
consists of a corona wire (corotron) and a metal grid (situated above the corotron) to dis
perse the static charge. In the second stage, the laser or LED light source exposes the image
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areas of the photoconductor. This causes the exposed charged areas to leak away, leaving
an uncharged image area. The third stage applies dry toner particles to the photoconductor
surface. The toner particles are charged with the same polarity as the non-image areas of
the photoconductor, this causes the toner to be attracted to the uncharged (image) areas
on the photoconductor. In the fourth stage, the dry toner particles are transferred to the
paper. This transfer is assisted by a second scorotron which charges the paper surface with
an opposing charge to that of the toner particles. The fifth stage bonds the toner particles
to the paper as they pass through a set of heated silicone rollers. The final stage is the clean
ing stage which removes any remaining toner particles on the photoconductor. There are
several different methods of cleaning the photoconductor a common method is to use a
third scorotron to discharge any remaining charged particles on the photoconductor, and
then remove the toner by an electrostatically charged brush.
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Figure 10. A Xeikon electrophotographic engine
Source: Xeikon, DCP/50 Product Literature (Wood Dale, IL: Xeikon America, 1998)
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Electrophotographic engines are used in laser printers and in a number of digital
sheetfed presses. Electrophotographic web-fed technology is offered by a number of differ
ent press manufacturers. All current models use a print engine manufactured by Xeikon.
The system is illustrated in figure 10. In this system, the moisture content is removed from
the paper by heated rollers before passing through to the printing units. The paper is fed
vertically through four duplex printing units (an extra unit is available on some models, but
this is only offered as a white color for print packaging). An additional Gloss Enhancement
unit (GEM unit) is used in the system to enhance the glossy appearance of the fused toner.
The GEM unit uses silicone rollers to flatten the toner and apply a silicone coating to the
toner surface. This ensures good light reflection from the print. Up to 8 different grey levels
can be obtained from this system which equals a line screen comparison of approximately
133 lpi. Resolutions up to 600 dpi are typical from electrophotographic engines.
Figure 11. An Indigo electrophotographic engine
Source: Indigo, TurboStream Product Literature (Rehovot, Israel: Indigo N.V., 1998)
The electrographic systems discussed so far all use dry toner particles. However,
there is one system which uses a liquid toner. This is Indigo with its range of digital presses.
Indigo owns the patent on the liquid toner (named "Electrolnk") used with this technology.
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The technology of the Indigo system is illustrated in figure 11. The liquid toner is mixed
with an oil (isopar) in the press to reduce its viscosity. The toner is then attracted to the
photo imaging plate (PIP) electrostatically. Each process color is transferred to the PIP in
turn, then the image is transferred to a blanket and on to the substrate in an offset fashion.
In the final stage, the liquid toner polymerizes instantly on contact with the paper. There
are a number of products in the Indigo range, all vary in speed and number of color units.
The imaging resolution of Indigo engines is 812 dpi.
Dry toner
Print head
Pressure roller
Figure 12. An ionographic engine
Ionography
Ionography, also known as ion deposition, uses high-density ion currents to produce
printed dots at high speeds.30 This technology is similar to electrographywith regards to the
engine structure (illustrated in figure 12), but instead of using a light source to create the
image/non-image areas, ionography produces the image areas directly on the drum from
electrical pulses. The resolution of this technology is currently limited to 300 dpi.
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Delphax (owned byXerox Corporation) were developing this technology until they
realized that theywere actually using a beam of electrons, not ions to image the drum. They
have discontinued their development in ionography and are now focusing to develop Elec
tron Beam Imaging (mentioned later in this section). It is understood that Sarnoff Corpo
ration based in Princetown, New Jersey are developing an ionographic engine which can
support multiple levels of charge pixels, providing more than 30 levels per pixel at a resolu
tion of 600 dpi.31
Writing Unit
Erasing Unit Cleaning Unit
Paper
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Figure 13. A magnetographic engine
Magnetography
Magnetography is similar in technology to ionography, except a magnetic drum is used
to attract the toner particles, instead of ion deposition. The magnetic image is created
by using a set of recording heads which are positioned across a the width of a magnetic
drum. A monocomponent magnetic toner is applied to the drum to develop the required
image. The toner is then transferred to the paper by using pressure and an electrostatic
field. Finally, the toner is fused by heat. A magnetographic engine is illustrated in figure
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13- Nipson (owned by Xeikon) use magnetographic technology in a number of patented
engines. These engines are capable of achieving a resolution up to 480 dpi.
4. Erasing residual
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3. Cleaning the
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I . Creating and
toning the image
Figure 14. An Electron Beam Imaging (EBI) engine
Electron Beam Imaging (EBI)
Electron beam imaging is similar to ionography, but instead of using a beam of ions to
image the drum, a beam of electrons are used. The four stage process is illustrated in figure
14. In the first stage, a hard dielectric print drum is charged by an array of electrodes which
pass through a stationary electron beam, the electron charge is controlled by multiplex
pulses to the driver. The electron transfer to the drum is assisted by an electric field,which is
created between a screen electrode this has an array of small holes, and ismounted on the
face plate of the print cartridge. This forms a negatively charged latent image on the drum,
single-component positively charged magnetic toner is then applied to the drum and the
toner is only attracted to the negatively charged image areas of the drum. In the second
stage, the toner is transferred to the paper by a high pressure roller. The toner is fused to the
paper at this point by a high-intensity flash light source from aXenon tube. The third stage
removes any remaining toner from the drum by scraping it away with a steel doctor blade.
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The final stage erases remaining electrostatic images from the drum by use of an eraser rod
containing an electron generator this discharges particles from the drum and prepares it
for the next print impression.32
Delphax, the current manufacturer of EBI engines, adapted this technology to a
three stage process which uses a dielectric belt and transfer belt, instead of a drum. By heat
ing up the transfer belt, the toner is fused to the paper during the transfer stage. A 600 dpi
resolution is achievable from this adapted EBI technology. Delphax have announced that
their future generation of printers will feature grayscale printing capabilities. Delphax's aim
is to offer an EBI series of printers which can produce a 150 frequency screen with up to 32
levels of gray, a resolution of 300 dpi and four color capability.33
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Figure 15. Continuous-drop inkjet technology
Inkjet
There are two different types of inkjet technology; continuous-drop and drop-on-demand.
Each technology is widely used throughout the printing industry today in applications such
as large format printing or proofing. The function of
continuous-drop inkjet printing is
illustrated in figure 15. The ink is fed through a pump from a supply chamber and propelled
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out through a nozzle. The stream of ink then enters a charging system which applies a
binary electrostatic charge to the droplets of ink, this causes the ink droplets to form into
consistent and evenly spaced droplets approximately 25-30p.n1 in diameter. The ink drop
lets then pass through a set of deflector plates. If an ink droplet is required to land on the
substrate, then no electromagnetic deflection is applied to the deflector plate. If the ink
droplet is not required to be printed, then it is deflected down into a gutter. This deflected
ink can then be re-circulated back to the ink supply chamber.
Current inkjet systems which implement continuous-drop technology mount the
substrate on a rotating external drum, while the printing nozzles slowly move across the
width of the paper. Currently, there are two vendors which produce continuous-drop inkjet
systems; Iris Graphics and DuPont. Both of these systems are used for proofing applica
tions. Scitex have a range of inkjet printers and presses which use mono continuous-drop
inkjet printing. Iris' systems have a resolution of300 or 600 dpi. However, due to the contin
uous-drop technology, the printers actually produce images with an apparent (perceived)
resolution of 1500-2400 dpi and a 'continuous-tone image.34
There are three different types of drop-on-demand inkjet technology; thermal
liquid ink, piezoelectric liquid and solid ink jet or phase change. Thermal liquid inkjet was
developed under a joint venture by Canon and Hewlett-Packard. This technology is also
commonly referred to as 'bubble
jet'
a term created for Canon engines.35 The technology
uses a five stage process to eject the ink droplet from the orifice, this is illustrated in figure
16. In the first stage, a voltage (representing the image signal) is applied to a small resistor,
this voltage causes a small amount of the ink to boil and expand into a gas bubble. When
the bubble has reached an expansion threshold, the ink is physically forced out of the orifice.
This technology is used in Hewlett Packard and Canon printing engines. Canon's current
leading bubble jet printer, the BJC-8500, has a
'true'
resolution of 1200x1200 dpi. It's print
head has the ability to address 1.44 million spots per square
inch.36
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Figure 16. Thermal liquid inkjet technology
Piezoelectric liquid inkjet technology is illustrated in figure 17. A voltage represent
ing the image signal is applied to a lead zirconium tantate crystal. This is a highly deform-
able material which changes shape when a voltage is applied. The voltage forces the crystal
to expand up into the ink reservoir, this forces a droplet to be propelled out from the nozzle.
The advantage of this technology is that it can produce a smaller spot size and higher res
olution than thermal inkjet technology. The largest manufacturer of piezoelectric inkjet
systems are Epson, with the Epson Stylus Color Series, which offer a resolution of up to
1440x720 ppi;
37
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Figure 17. Piezoelectric inkjet technology
Solid inkjet technology (or phase change) is similar to piezoelectric liquid inkjet,
but solid inkjet uses a different type of ink. The ink is in a solid form until it is required
to be transferred to the paper. When ink transfer is required, a heater melts the solid ink.
The ink is then very quickly transferred to the paper where is solidifies immediately on
contact with the substrate.38 This technology is illustrated in figure 18. There are a number
of these systems available; Tektronix (now owned by Xerox) with the Phaser printer range,
LaserMaster has a large format machine for graphic arts applications, Polaroid have a full-
bleed B-size unit, and Alpha Merics Corporation with the Spectrum range, which is used
to print four color proofs for the packaging
industry.39 Resolutions of up to 1200 dpi are
obtainable from current solid inkjet technology systems.
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Figure 18. Solid inkjet technology
Thermal Transfer
There are six types of thermal transfer printing technology; direct thermal, thermal wax
transfer, variable dot thermal transfer, dye sublimation, dye diffusion and Laser Ablation
Transfer (LAT) technology. In direct thermal printing, no ink or toner is required to print
the image. Instead, a coated thermographic paper is used which changes color (either to
black or blue) when exposed to heat. There are three different types of head configurations
used in thermal printing devices; fixed heads with formed heater bar elements, fixed heads
with a linear array of heater dots, or moving heads which scan the width of the paper sur
face as it advances.40 The disadvantage with such technology is the substrate the thermo
graphic paper will change color when heat or ultra-violet light is applied to it, this restricts
its application to indoor use and its printed product life.
Thermal wax transfer technology uses a wax-coated ribbon to transfer the pigment
across to the substrate (see figure 19). The substrate is fed over a roller, while a thermal
head exposes the required image to a wax-coated ribbon. The ribbon transfer acts in a
binary nature when a specific temperature is reached, the wax is released away from the
ribbon and on to the substrate. The main disadvantage of this system is the high cost of
consumables ribbon wastage is high due to the imaging nature of the technology. There
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are relatively few vendors of this technology.At the end of 1997, Citizen was the only vendor
offering portable color serial thermal wax transfer printers in the United
States.41 However,
there has been a recent adaptation of this technology fromAlps Electric. The typical resolu
tion from current thermal transfer devices varies between 360-2400 dpi.
paper direction
Platen
Base material
Ink layer
Figure 19. Thermal wax transfer technology
Variable dot thermal transfer technology was developed in the early 1990s by Fuji
Copian in conjunction with several Japanese manufacturers.42 The technology is similar to
thermal wax transfer, but a thinner transfer ribbon and special paper is used. The process
produces variable dot sizes at four bits per pixel, the wax is prevented from spreading on
the paper by the use of a special synthetic paper containing tinymicroscopic pores, Fuji use
this technology in their FirstProof proofing system. The FirstProof is capable of achieving
a resolution of 300
dpi.43
Dye sublimation thermal transfer technology has proven to be very popular in
proofing applications. The term
'sublime'
refers to a process where a solid (the dye) trans-
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forms into a gas without melting first. A dye sublimation engine is illustrated in figure 20.
In dye sublimation printing, a heating element heats the dye ribbon, which causes the dye
to sublime off the ribbon. The sublimed dye is transferred across to the paper,where it then
cools and forms back to a solid. By varying the voltage to the heating element, the amount
of sublimed dye can be controlled, thus creating a continuous-tone image. Imation offer
popular dye sublimation printers with their Rainbow models, these have a resolution of
300dpi. Fargo has a range of dye sublimation printers for the plastic card market; these are
all dye sublimation printing systems with a resolution of 300 dpi.Mitsubishi has a number
of dye sublimation printers with their CP model range of printers, each model series is
designed for a different paper size. These printers have a resolution between 222-325 dpi,
depending upon the model type.44 NewGen Imaging Systems have two dye sublimation
printers, each printer has a resolution of 300 dpi. Alps Electric manufacturer several dye
sublimation printers, these systems use a resin-based
'MicroDry' ink which enables very
fine edges to be reproduced at resolutions of up to 2400
dpi.45
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Figure 20. Dye sublimation thermal transfer technology
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Dye diffusion thermal transfer technology is very similar to that of dye sublimation;
however, in dye diffusion, the dye diffuses off the ribbon instead of subliming. The term
'diffusion'
refers to a process whereby particles of liquids, gases, or solids intermingle as the
result of their sponaneous movement caused by thermal agitation. In dye diffusion print
ing, a heating element heats the dye ribbon, which causes the dye to diffuse away from the
ribbon and onto the paper where it returns to a solid state. Like dye sublimation, dye diffu
sion can also achieve a 'continuous-toneeffect'print. Kodak offer a range of dye diffusion
proofing products. Kodak's most popular dye diffusion product is the KodakApproval. The
Approval creates halftone dot proofs by imaging individual CMYK donor sheets. The donor
sheets are then laminated together onto a substrate. The output resolution of the Approval
is 2540 dpi.46
Laser Ablation Transfer (LAT) technology is only offered by one vendor; Polaroid
with the PolaProof. The technology is similar to that of dye diffusion and dye sublimation,
but a pigment is used instead of a dye, and the image transfer method differs. Instead of
using a heating element, a thermal laser is used to transfer the pigment from the ribbon to
the paper. Short pulses of laser power are applied to the ribbon, which causes the pigment
to diffuse off the ribbon and onto the paper. The image signal to the laser acts in a binary
nature producing halftone dots on a donor sheet. Separate donor sheets are used in succes
sion for each process color. The Polariod PolaProof resolution of 2540 or 2400 dpi.47
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Contrast
The term 'contrast' refers to a visual difference between two adjacent parts of an image.
Black and white have the greatest contrast. Figure 21 is an example of a high contrast image.
The scale below the picture shows the lightest and darkest areas in the image; the large gap
between the two points on the scale indicates that the image has a high contrast. Figure 22
is an example of a low contrast image. There is a small gap between the lightest and darkest
image areas, this indicates that the image has a low contrast. The illustrated examples only
refer to contrast in grayscale images; differing levels of contrast can also occur in colored
objects. Complimentary colors have very high contrast levels (i.e. magenta and green, cyan
and red, yellow and blue).
Resolution
The term
'resolution' has several different meanings. In analog photography, it refers to the
finest image detail limited by film grain and quality of optics. In display systems, it refers to
pixel structure. In printing, resolution generally refers to the rendering of fine detail of an
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image. There are three different quantitative units for measuring resolution; pixels per inch
(ppi), and samples per inch (spi), and dots per inch (dpi), however there is a lack of agree
ment on proper terminology and usage of these units. This section defines each resolution
measurement as used in this thesis.
Pixels per inch (ppi)
The word "pixel" is used in a number of different measurements. It is used to quantify the
number of pixels that an image capture device can record per inch (input resolution), it
can be used to measure the total amount of raster information within an image (image
resolution), and it can define the number of discrete horizontal and visual elements that a
computer monitor can display (screen resolution).48
100 ppi 300 ppi
Figure 23. As input resolution increases, pixel size decreases
The term 'pixels per
inch' is mainly used to describe the sampling rates of scanning
devices and the amount of pixel information in images. Scanners offer a variable range of
resolutions. As the sampling rate of an input device increases, the pixel size decreases, thus
enhancing the image resolution. This phenomena is illustrated in figure 23.
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Pixels are also used to indicate the total amount of information that a digitized
image contains in its horizontal and vertical dimensions (e.g. 800x600 pixels).49 This usage
is commonly used to define the spatial addressability of digital cameras and monitors.
Many digital camera manufacturers are now defining the spacial addressability of their
cameras as "mega pixels". This term was created for 'marketing
hype'
purposes and often
leads to confusion or misinterperatation. A 2.5 mega pixel camera does not offer a spatial
addressability of 2,500,000x2,500,000 pixels, it is merely the horizontal and vertical dimen
sions multiplied together and rounded up to the nearest half or full digit. For example,
a digital camera with an addressability of 1712x1368 pixels = 2,342,016 pixels, or 2.5 mega
pixels.
Samples per inch (spi)
Samples per inch is the correct term for referring to input resolution of scanners and digital
cameras. It is argued that such devices are not capturing pixels, but are sampling the light
source which falls on the capture device (e.g. a photo multiplier tube or charged coupled
device). Unfortunately, the pixel nomenclature has embedded itself as an definitive term for
input resolution, and it seems very unlikely that this historical usage will ever be corrected.
Dotsper inch (dpi)
'Dots per inch' (dpi) refers to a unit ofmeasurement used to define the spatial addressability
of output devices (e.g. imagesetters, platesetters, printers, etc.). The term is used to quantify
the number of dots that an output device can write per inch. A dot is structured by the
imaging of spots within a dot matrix.
A dot matrix (or halftone cell) is a set grouping used for the placement of spots to
form a dot structure. The size of the matrix (number of cells along the x and y axis) will
determine the acheivable tonal range of the dot. The matrix contains all the possible spot
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positions for construction of a dot. Figure 24 shows a dotmatrix in its simplest form; a 2x2
matrix. In this matrix, the possible conditions for filling the dot matrix are no spots, one
spot, two spots, three spots and four spots. In a dot matrix, the discrete tonal values (or
gray levels) is restricted by the maximum number of spot positions within the matrix, plus
one (where no spot is assigned). Therefore in a 16x16 dot matrix, the maximum number of
spots would be 257 (16x16+1).
WW W^
Figure 24. The 5 possible combinationsforfilling a 2x2 dot matrix
The amount of addressable spots in a halftone cell is often referred to as "bit depth".
This term refers to the size of the dotmatrix. For example, a 16x16 dotmatrix has a bit depth
of 16. It is important to note the context of how the "bit depth" term is specified, as it is
often used to describe the total amout ofbit depths per channel. A color scanner may have
a specification of 24-bit, but this can refer to the total of all the color channels. For example,
the red, green and blue channels all collect 8 bits of information,making the bit depth total
24-bit. The dot matrix can be used to utilize equal numbers of spots in differing positions
within the dot matrix pattern. These types of fill combinations are known as perturbations.
Figure 25 shows the various possible combinations of spots within a 2x2 matrix. For each
quantity of spots, there are several pertubations available. The exceptions are zero spots and
maximum spots, where only one possible pertubation is possible. Although such groupings
are equal in dot matrix area coverage (or percentage dot), they vary in dot structure. This
varying structure allows various shaped electronic halftone dots to be created. Therefore,
a 2x2 dot matrix which has a maximum 5 gray levels, also has a total number of 16 spot
configurations.
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Figure 25. The 16possible perturbationsfor a 2x2 dot matrix
The maximum spot size of an output device is restricted by the smallest mark that
the writing device can make. Imagesetters and platesetters use lasers to achieve spot sizes
of 20 microns or less. Other imaging devices hold a greater restriction on their smallest
dot size due to the image writing method used. Many inkjet printers, particularly drop-on-
demand systems, state their resolution capabilities in dots per inch. This is an incorrect use
of this term, as drop-on-demand inkjet printers do not produce dots; they produce spots.
A drop-on-demand inkjet printer which claims it has a resolution capability of 600 dpi is
actually printing 600 spots per inch, not dots per inch. Some inkjet printers can obtain a
variable spot size bymodulating the size of the spot, this is achieved by varying the amount
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of ink in the ejected droplet. The abuse of the 'dpi' term has established from the market
ing departments of drop-on-demand inkjet printer vendors, and unfortunately, it would
appear that this terminology is here to stay.
ScreeningMethods
One main factorwhich controls the contrast and resolution capabilities of an output device
is the type of screening method used. Generally, there are two different types of screening
methods used in the graphic arts today; Amplitude Modulation (AM) screening and Fre
quency Modulation (FM) screening. This section explains each screening method and
notes their effect on contrast and resolution.
Amplitude Modulation (AM) Screening
In AM screening, the RIP converts the four channel (CMYK) image to four color sepa
rated channels, and applies a halftone screen pattern to each channel. A halftone screen
consists of dots arranged in a regular pattern of rows and columns.50 Each screen channel is
arranged at a given angle, which, when overlaid with all the other screened channels, forms
the reproduced image, as shown in figure 26(a). The size of the dots will vary according
to the amount of image detail within the specific color channel, however, all dots remain
evenly spaced in each row.
As previously discussed, it is possible to vary the dot shape through perturbations.
The actual shape of the dot has little effect on the visual appearance of a halftone, other than
affecting its tonal gradation in the midtones. In AM screening, elliptical dots are preferable
for pictures where there is a lot of important midtone detail.51
If AM screening is used to print more than one color, the seperate color screens
must be rotated to prevent screening interference patterns, such as moire or rosettes. The
ideal angle between two colors which reduces intereference patterns to aminumum is 30.
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However, when using printing four colors, it is not possible to print all four colors at an
angle of
300
difference, as the fourth color would end up at the same angle as the first color.
Many AM screening systems use the angles originally developed by Linotype Hell as their
default for four color angles; cyan at 15, magenta at 750, yellow at
0
and black at 45.52
An additional variable in AM screening is the "screen frequency". Screen frequency
is a measurement of the number of horizontal lines (containing a dot structure) within a
given unit ofmeasurement. This is commonly given as a measurement of lines per inch (or
lpi). By increasing the screen frequency, the dot size decreases, and the less apparent the
halftone frequency pattern becomes within the image. At screen frequencies of 200 lpi and
upward, the screening pattern is no longer apparent at normal viewing conditions.
(a)Amplitude Modulation
(b) Frequency Modulation
Figure 26. The differing screeningpatterns ofAM and FM screeningmethods
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There are different factors to consider when selecting an appropriate screen fre
quency; image detail, the output device, and paper type require analysis before choosing
a screen frequency. Firstly, if the image contains areas of fine detail, then a coarse screen
would be inappropriate, as such detail would be lost. Secondly, many output devices are
restricted in the maximum screen frequency that they can write; it is important to identify
if the output device is acutally capable ofwriting the selected screen frequency. Thirdly, it
is important to identify the characteristics of the paper which is used to print the image
upon. Different papers exhibit differing characteristics and some are not capable of hold
ing small dot sizes due to the physical characteristics of the substrate. For example, a 225
lpi screen frequency would be unsuitable for a web-offset lithographic press printing on
newsprint; offset lithography uses a fluid-based ink, and newsprint has a high absorbency.
When a halftone dot is printed by offset lithography on newsprint paper, the ink absorbs
into the paper, and the dot size increases in diameter from the dot size which was initially
transferred. There are several other considerations for paper type which are discussed later
in this thesis.
The different variables inAM screening discussed will affect the contrast and resolu
tion of the final printed product. By altering the screen angles, interference patterns are
generated in different locations in the image. Although these interference patterns may not
be noticeable under normal viewing conditions, theywill affect the resolution and contrast
of the image. If the screen angles intersect at a position where there is areas of fine detail
within the image, such detail may not be reproduced clearly. Secondly, the screen angles can
affect the contrast of the image; as noted earlier, complimentary colors have high levels of
contrast, and if such contrasting colors are structured through the use ofAM screen angles,
different dot intersections (differing screen angles) between the process colors will have an
effect on contrast of the composite image.
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Screen frequency also has a significant effect on contrast and resolution. If a coarse
screen frequency is used, large dots will be unable to render areas of fine image detail, there
fore the resolution of the image qualitywill be degraded. In addition, large dots will empha
size higher levels of contrast in comparison to smaller dots this can result in the printed
image differing in appearance from that of the original.
FrequencyModulated (FM) Screening
In FM screening, the RIP converts the four channel (CMYK) image to four color separated
channels, and constructs the image by placing spots ofvariable spacing to each channel. An
example of FM screening is shown in figure 16(b). The spots are widely spaced in highlight
areas and are clustered together in shadow areas of an image. The spacing of the spot is
determined by the screening algorithm according to the tonal value and the presence of any
nearby
spots.53 The advantage that FM screening has overAM screening, is that FM screen
ing does not produce moire and rosette interference patterns (although other interference
patterns, such as cluster formations can occur).When printing more than four colors (e.g.
hexachrome), the control of interference patterns in AM screening can be a problem. Many
printers using more than four colors to reproduce images choose to use FM screening tech
niques due to this factor.
There are two types of FM screening methods; first-order and second-order. First-
order FM screens use spots with a constant size (specified in microns) and second-order
screens vary the spot size, although there are limits to the range of spot sizes and the
degree ofmodulation that can be achieved.54 Depending on the type of FM screening algo
rithm and the spot size used, will depend on the addressable contrast and resolution of the
printed reproduction. If the FM screening method uses a large spot size, this can restrict
the resolution capabilities of the output device, as areas of fine image detail may not be
rendered. In addition, if a absorbent substrate is used with a fluid-based ink, the spot size
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will increase and affect the density across the highlight, midtone and shadow areas of the
reproduced image.
Different screening algorithms will produce differing contrast results in the repro
duced image. The screening algorithm controls the placement of each color spot, and if
spots are placed together to produce contrasting colors (i.e. complementary colors) in cer
tain image areas, the contrast level will appear high in such areas.
Paper
As previously noted, the characteristics of the paper will affect the contrast and resolution
capabilities of the reproduced image. There are six main characteristics of paper which
should be consideredwhen reproducing an image; brightness,whiteness, smoothness,mois
ture, absorbency and coatings. This section explains each characteristic in turn and notes
their effect on contrast and resolution.
Brightness
Brightness is the percentage of light reflected by the paper, this is not to be confused with
the term
'whiteness' (discussed later). The level of brightness of the paper will effect the
contrast level of the reproduced image. High-brightness papers provide more contrast, as
they provide a stronger reflection of light off the paper surface. Brightness is defined on a
numerical scale, a typical multipurpose paper will have a brighntess of -84, while a photo
quality inkjet paper could have a brightness value as high as -96.
Whiteness
Whiteness refers to the color, or "white
purity"
of the paper. There are several different
measurement scales used to define paper whiteness, a common measurement is the use of
the CIELAB color model, where L* measures the lightness of the paper, a* measures the
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red/green color of the paper, and b* measures the blue/yellow color of the paper. The white
ness of the paper will affect the contrast level of the reproduced image. A paper with a low
whiteness level (low white purity), will relect less light off the paper surface than a paper
with a high whiteness level. If the reproduced image exhibits high contrast areas, these will
be emphasized if a paper with a high whiteness level is used.
Smoothness
This term refers to how smooth the surface of the sheet. There are a number of different
measurement standards used to define smoothness, uncoated freesheet is generally mea
sured according to
"Sheffield"
smoothness, while groundwood grades use a variety of
smoothness measurements.55 For several printing processes, the smoothness of the paper
will determine the addressable resolution of the reproduced image. In electrographic pro
cesses, the addressable resolution will be limited if a rough paper surface is used, as there is
little "kisspressure"(the pressure between the paper and the photoconductor) toner may
not be transferred to "deep
pits"
on the paper surface. Offset lithography, however, uses a
relatively high kiss pressure between the paper and the blanket cylinder, this expands the
range of smoothness grades that can be used before resolution is lost in the reproduced
image.
Moisture
Paper starts out as 99% water on the paper machine, and by the end of the production
process is reduced to between 4-7%, depending on the grade and ultimate application.56
Papermoisure content is a considerable issue in electrographic processes, as the paper mois
ture content will affect the toner transfer from the photoconductor to the paper, which, in
turn, will affect the addressable resolution of the printed image. In electrographic devices,
the paper is exposed to a heat source to dry off moisture from the sheet before toner is
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transferred to the paper. Electrography relies on a good electrostatic charge between the
photoconductor and the paper,moisture will restrict this electrostatic transfer. Paper that is
too dry may cause static problems, while paper that has a high moisture content can cause
the paper fibers to expand, and fiber expansion can lead to voids in the print57 (resulting in
a loss of addressable resolution).
Absorbency
As previously discussed,when a fluid-based ink is used, a paperwith a high absorbencywill
cause effect the size of a reproduced dot to expand, thus resulting in dot gain and a loss
of addressable resolution in the image. This phenomena occurs as paper fibers are hygro
scopic, this is a requirement for paper fibers, as a high affinity for water is necessary to
make the physical bonds between fibers during the papermaking process.58 This is less of an
issue for many toner-based printing processes, such as electrography, magnetography, and
ionography, as the toner is transferred and bonded to the paper surface it does not absorb
into the paper.
Coatings
By applying a coating to a paper surface, the whiteness and smoothness of the paper can
be improved. The application of clay, chalk, titanium dioxide or some other white pigment,
in combination with a binder, is commonly used to coat paper surfaces. The contrast and
resolution of a reproduced image will be improved when using a coated paper in prefer
ence to an uncoated paper. As paper whiteness affects image contrast, the contrast will be
emphasized more in a coated paper than an uncoated paper (with a low whiteness value).
The smoothness of a coated paper will increase the addressable resolution of the reproduced
image for processes which use a low kiss pressure on image transfer (i.e.toner-based pro
cesses), as such printing processes rely on a smooth surface for good image transfer.
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RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target
Normal graphic arts digital test targets are designed for output devices with a high
addressability (-1200-3600 ppi). The writing method in these devices is binary; ink or
toner can only be either on or off. Gray levels are achieved by turning some pixels on or
offwithin a halftone cell.59 However, there are many output devices which cannot resolve
very fine pixels; such devices are unable to generate the amount of gray levels and spatial
addressability required for AM screening. However, they can still reproduce high quality
images, as they are able to apply varying amounts of ink, and therefore obtain many gray
levels despite their low addressability. For such devices, normal graphic arts digital test
targets are unsuitable, as these targets are designed for binary systems with high spatial
addressability.
The RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target can be used on low or high resolution
printing systems, providing they have the ability to accept PostScript files. The targets pur
pose is to measure the relationship between contrast and resolution of a printing system. It
is important to note that the target is measuring the capabilites of the printing system and
not the printing device a device is merely a
"slave"
which is controlled by the data sent
from a RIP. A RIP and output device together are referred to as an printing system.
There are three types of sampling frequencies that may interfere with one another;
pixels of the input image (represented in the target by the lines), pixels of the output image
(defined by the addressability or dpi specification of the output device), and the screening
method used. These three frequencies may result in moire interference
patterns.60
The target is shown in Appendix A. On the target, there are six contrast-resolution
quadrants; two cyan, two magenta and two black. Each quadrant is printed once on the
horizontal (x) imaging axis, and once on the vertical (y) imaging axis. The reason for this
angular duplication is that many printing systems differ in contrast-resolution capabilities
in the horizontal and vertical imaging directions, therefore the target will indicate such
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directional contrast-resolution limitations. A yellow quadrant has been excluded from the
target, as in order to view yellow, a blue light source would be required to differentiate
between thewhite substrate and the color. In addition, the overprint colors (red, green, blue
and CMY) have been excluded from the target. The assumption ismade that the hypothesis
of this thesis can effectively be tested solely by measuring cyan, magenta and black quad
rants.
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Figure 27. The black quadrant on the x axisfrom the RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target
To illustrate the quadrant design, the black quadrant from the x imaging axis is
shown in figure 27. Each quadrant is constructed as a series of lines along the x axis. The
x axis is divided into 10 separate "strips", these strips are separated by small black or white
dots across the quadrant. Each strip contains a series of lines with identical line width and
spacing. This line width and spacing decreases logarithmically as the strips descend from
top to bottom. They start off with loooum line and space widths, and decrease down to
80pm widths.
This pre-defined line width log range can be set by editing the header in the EPS
file. Such editability may be required if the target is used on an output device with a low
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addressability where the device is unable to render small line widths. The editable field
areas in the file header for adjusting the line width is shown below:
% You may enter the absolute pixel size in microns of the lines to be used.
/startu 80 def % enter starting line width in microns. If this number is
% less than 100 microns, some systems generate a PostScript
% error.
/endu 1000 def % enter ending line width in microns. A range of lOx is
% suggested.
In addition to the strips along the x axis, 10 strips also appear across the y axis of the
target. These strips are also separated by small black or white dots across the quadrant. The
vertical strips vary in contrast from left to right. The far left strip has maximum contrast
applied to the lines and spacings inside of it; ioo% tonal value for the colored line, and o%
tonal value for the spacing. This decreases in logarithmic steps by strip as the strips move
across they axis of the quadrant, from ioo%/o% (a difference of ioo%), to 49.2%/50.8% (a
difference of 1.6%).
All strips across the y axis are centered around a single reference tint value, i.e. the
total tonal value between the lines and spacing in each vertical strip remains at a constant
throughout the quadrant. By default this tint value is 50%, however, it may be required to
change the reference tint value, as a 50% value will only allow a user to observe the effects of
contrast-resolution in the midtone range, if a user requires to observe contrast-resolution
for a highlight range, a reference tint value of 25% may be desirable, or to observe contrast-
resolution for a shadow range, a reference tint value of 75% could be used. This reference
value can be changed in the header of the EPS file:
/ReferenceValue .5 def % Set reference for center color level of contrast
% (.5=50%) The contrast range will be symmetrically
% centered around this point and limited by either
% the 0% or 100% value.
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There are additional editable fields in the file header which allow further customiza
tion of the target for specific output devices. The length of the target can be adjusted accord
ing to the media limitations of the output device. By altering the target length, the patches
are adjusted to fit proportionallywithin the target boundary. By default, the target length is
set to 7.2 inches. The field for adjusting the length of the target is shown below:
/LengthOfTarget 7.2 def % defines length of target in inches
If the target length is changed, the bounding box statement requires editing. The
first two values in the statement are always set to o. The third value in the statement is the
integer of (length of target in inches 72) + 2, and the fourth value is the integer of (length
of target in inches 72 / 36 30) + 2. The bounding box statement is shown below:
%%BoundingBox: 0 0 521 43 6
In addition, the dot grid can be switched on or off. As illustrated in figure 27, There
are a series of dots across the patch. The dots are colored black on the cyan and magenta
quadrants, and white on the black quadrants. These dots assist the observer in evaluating
the target, as they indicate margins between the contrast increments if a low output
device is used, the dots may create confusion in target evaluation. The field for switching
the dot grid on or off is shown below:
/DotGrid 1 def % Alignment Grid with dots 1 = on 0 = off
A further editable target field is 'pixel correction'.Most RIPs draw lines one pixel too
wide, as PostScript language defines a line of zero width as one pixel
wide.61 The pixel cor-
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rection field allows compensation for this occurrence.An observer can determine if the RIP
has drawn the lines too wide by examining the fine line width and spacing on the target;
the width and spacing should be both the same if the spot size matches addressability. In
practice, spots are often slightly larger than addressability space, therefore the lines are a
little wider than the spaces between them. To enable pixel correction, the field value should
be set to 1 (the default setting). Changing this value to o disables pixel correction. The edit
able pixel correction field is shown below:
/PixCor 1 def % Set to one or to zero. If set to 1, then one pixel will
% be subtracted from the calculated line width to
% compensate for the fact that most RIP's draw lines one
% pixel too wide.
The final editable target field is 'set dpi'. This field allows a user to specify what the
actual resolution of the output device is in the header of the EPS file. In normal circum
stances this is not necessary, the RIP will report the resolution of the output device to the
EPS file, and the file then generates the horizontal lines and line spacingwith respect to the
resolution limitations of the output device. For example, if a system reports a resolution
of 1800 dpi, the file will instruct the RIP to image line widths and spacing relevant to the
calculated u/pixel size from the reported resolution (i4.iu/pixel). A problem occurs when
a system reports a false resolution, such as Adobe Photoshop. UGRA Velvet FM screening
requires a Photoshop EPS file, however, when the PostScript parser in Adobe Photoshop
interprets the file, it reports a resolution of 300 dpi, and this reported resolution cannot be
changed within Photoshop. In such an instance, a user can select the actual resolution of
the output device by editing the following string in the EPS header:
/SetDPI 0 def % You can set the DPI that the program will adapt to.
% When set to zero, this will be done automatically, by
% checking the number of addressability steps per inch
% of the output device.
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Evaluation of the RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target
In evaluating the target, each quadrant of the target is visually assessed. Firstly, an
observer views the 100% contrast patch at a given x axis strip, i.e. an observer views the
100% contrast area within the iooou boundary. The observer then looks across the selected
x axis strip for the area where he/she can no longer see all the lines which are present in the
100% contrast area. The lines do not have to be perfectly clear, but theymust be interpreted
as horizontal lines. At the last area where these lines are just visible, the contrast level for
that area is recorded. For instance, at the iooou strip, if an observer can still distinguish all
the horizonal lines that are present in the 100% patch down to 3.9%, and not lower, then
3.9% is the recorded value for the iooou x axis strip in that individual quadrant. This proce
dure is then repeated for all remaining 9 x axis strips in that quadrant. If it is determined
that the output system was unable to render the lines at a given x axis strip, then a reading
is not required and the single horizontal strip is ignored.
Once all six quadrants have been measured on a target, the recorded data can be
plotted as a Contrast Sensitivity curve. By taking the two Contrast Sensitivity curves for a
given color (the curves of the quadrants which were printed both in horizontal and verti
cal directions), the contrast-resolution-volume (CRV) can be calculated for each individual
color on a target the methodology of this analysis is explained in Chapter 5. For data
analysis purposes, a Microsoft Excel workbook has been developed to execute graphing of
the Contrast Sensitivity curves and CRV calculations.
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Chapter 3
Review of the Literature
Although there is no current published work that examines addressable contrast and resolu
tion capabilities of printing systems, there are several published papers on similar topics.
This chapter identifies such work and summarizes the findings.
Jennifer Kerrigan has published a thesis titled Digital Color Press Technologies:Analy
sis of the Printing Characteristics as Comparedwith SWOP. In this thesis, Kerrigan addressed
the question whether the quality of the color reproduction in digital press technologies
is high enough to compete with offset lithography.1 The hypotheses in this thesis ascer
tains whether the algorithms for the Indigo e-Print 1000, the Xeikon DCP-1 and the Agfa
Chromapress will print within the acceptable tolerances specified within the guidelines for
SWOP.2 Kerrigan designed a test form which included the use of a CMY neutrals chart, a
black only gray scale, proofers color bars, solid patches, a dot area target, sample images,
type specimens, and rules. On assessment of the printed test forms, it was concluded that
all hypotheses were rejected. However, it should be noted that this thesis was published in
1996, and since this date there have been several upgrades and improvements made to the
digital presses which were tested. If the same tests were conducted today, the hypotheses
could be accepted.
Seppo Juntunen and JoukoVirtanen have published a paper titled "Paper-Ink Inter
action in Non Impact
Printing" in the 1991 TAGA Proceedings. The paper explains that
non-impact (digital printing) technology differs considerably from conventional printing.
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Juntunen andVirtanen identify that in conventional printing technology, the ink transfer is
characterised by the effects of roughness and absorption, and by film split. They note that
such mechanisms are also important in non impact printing, although not in the same way
as in impact printing.3 Juntunen andVirtanen conducted several experiments to assess the
paper-ink interaction with respect to print quality. There were a total of four experiments;
a paper test, an ink test, printing trials on various non-impact systems, and print quality
tests. From these experiments, it was concluded that paper-ink interaction has a significant
effect on the resultant print quality. Paper roughness, surface roughness, surface-chemical
roughness and conventional absorptivity are all parameters which will affect the paper-ink
interaction in non-impact printing.4
Yigal Gur analyzes an approach to describe the performance quality of a printing
system in his paper titled "Image Quality, Contrast Transfer and Tone
Reproduction" in the
1989 TAGA Proceedings. The paper focuses on how the Contrast Transfer Function (CTF)
can be used to produce a Tone Reproduction Curve (TRC) for an arbitary screen frequency.
By using such a procedure, a scanner can be adjusted to fit a given ink/paper/press perfor
mance.5 Gur presents a model for producing a TRC from a given CTF through calculating
the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF), which allows the image of the known halftone
dot to be calculated. The theorywas verified by printing a GURLAB target together with a
set of 133 lpi circluar dot halftone tints on a single color offset lithographic
press.6 From this
experiment, it was concluded that two approaches to the description of a halftone system;
TRC and CTF, are equivalent.7
Yigal Gur and Francis O'Donnell have published a paper titled "Image Quality
Assessment of Ink-Jet
Printers" in the 1987 TAGA Proceedings. In this paper, Gur and
O'Donnell explain that an inkjet printer is a binarymachine which can either put a dot at a
particular location on a sheet of paper or leave it blank. It is the binary nature of this print
ing process which prevents the direct use of the classical MTF on an inkjet
print.8 Gur and
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O'Donnell identify an alternative method for assessing the print quality of inkjet printers
through the use of a Reflectance Transfer Function (RTF). In their experiment, Gur and
O'Donnell obtain the RTF by reflectance measurements of a test target consisting of check
erboards of various frequencies. The RTF is cascaded with the MTF of the human eye to
give a Subjective Quality Factor (SQF).9 The paper notes that this SQF has been shown to
correlate well with the subjective assessment of print quality by a panel of observers, there
fore, the objective measurement of RTF may be used to assess the print quality of an inkjet
printer.10 The paper concludes that this method is effective, and that it provides a simple
and cost effective way for instrumental measurements or theoretical analysis of the print
quality for an inkjet
printer.11
Pirrko Oittinen and Hannu Saarelma examine the differing measurements for
image qualitywhich have applications in digital reproduction, in their paper titled "Quality
in Digital Printing
Reproduction" in the 1985 TAGA Proceedings. The paper explains that
there are several differentmeasurements which can be used to assess quality in digital print
ing reproduction. These include the bandwidth of the image signal (known as the gamut),
fidelity, and information.12 Oittinen and Saarelma identify that the quality of images can be
measured either as signal properties, or as transfer properties of the imaging process the
former provides a characterization of the gamut of an image, while latter characterizes the
properties of the image transfer system. Transfer type-quality measures can either be rela
tive (based on systems theory), or probalistic (based on information theory), or express
the absolute difference of the two images (as distortion type measures do).13 The paper con
cludes that both transfer system measures, as well as information based measures, can be
applied as criteria for restoration and enhancement algorithms in digital printing reproduc
tion.14
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Chapter 4
Hypotheses
Ho : The RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target cannot provide a method of discriminating
contrast-resolution-volume ofmarking engines and screening methods by using analysis
methods intended for use with the target.
Hi : The RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target provides a method of discriminating
contrast-resolution-volume ofmarking engines and screening methods by using analysis
methods intended for use with the target.
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Chapter 5
Methodology
The objective of this thesis is to examine whether the RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target
can provide amethod of discriminating CRV ofmarking engines and screeningmethods.A
total of eight output systems which differ in device resolution and screening methods were
selected to print the target. The chosen systems were:
i) Espon Stylus Pro 5000 with Epson Stylus RIP using Epson Premium Glossy
Photo Paper
ii) Iris Realist 5015 with Scitex Brisque RIP using Iris Glossy Media Paper
iii) Xerox Regal 5790 with Splash RIP using Hammermill Laser Plus Paper
iv) Kodak Approval at 28u Velvet FM screening with Harlequin Scriptworks RIP
using SWOP card base
v) KodakApproval at 100 lpi AM with Harlequin Scriptworks RIP using SWOP
card base
vi) KodakApproval at 150 lpi AM with Harlequin Scriptworks RIP using SWOP
card base
vii) KodakApproval at 200 lpi AM with Harlequin Scriptworks RIP using SWOP
card base
viii) Fuji Color Art at 200 lpi AM from Agfa Selectset 5000 imagesetter with Agfa
PostScript RIP using Agfa
13"Alliance Red Sensitive Film and SWOP paper
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After all the targets were printed by the selected systems, each quadrant was cut out
from the target and labelled on the back with the corresponding printing system number
and the direction which the quadrant was printed. The quadrants were then placed in
a randomized order to remove subjectivity of quadrant presentation to the observers in
the psychometric experiment. 12 observers were selected to visually evaluate the target.
Prior to target evaluation, each observer was instructed in the quadrant composition,
and the process of visually recording the x axis strips on the quadrants was explained.
Next, each observer was presented with three "testquadrants"to verify that the observer
understood the visual evaluation process of the quadrants. All quadrants were presented
to the observers under standardized conditions; the quadrant was placed on a neutral gray
board and viewed under a 2.8x power stand magnifier. A 6ow filament bulb was used to
directionally illuminate the viewing area at such an angle which did not cause shadows on
the quadrant or light reflection on the magnifier.
Once the observers had evaluated the test quadrants and it was determined that
understood the evaluation process of the target, they were presented with each of the
48 quadrants from the printing systems, and their measurements were recorded. For the
printing systems which were unable to reproduce the narrower line widths, even at 100%
contrast, the following resolutions were not recorded:
i) Espon Stylus Pro 5000 with Epson Stylus RIP at 8ou
ii) Iris Realist 5015 with Scitex Brisque RIP at 8ou, io6u and 140a
iii) Xerox Regal 5790 with Splash RIP using Hammermill at 8ou, io6u and 140U
From the recorded data, a Contrast Sensitivity (CS) curve was plotted for each
color, on each imaging direction, of each system, for each observer. They axis on the graph
indicates the measured contrast level and the x axis on the graph indicates resolution. The
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graph's Excel worksheet was constructed in such a way that the user could choose the
units for the x axis; either actual line width, cycles/mm, or cycles/inch. For cycles/mm,
the units were calculated by; (1000/2W), where w is the actual line width in microns. The
conversion to cycles/inch is obtained by dividing the cycles/mm value by 25.4. The three
optional x axis units are given in table 1.
Jim Cycles/mm Cycles/inch
1000 0.5 12.7
755 0.7 16.8
570 0.9 22.3
431 1.2 29.5
325 1-5 39.1
246 2.0 51.6
186 27 68.3
140 3.6 90.7
106 4-7 119.8
80 6.3 158.8
Table 1. x axis conversionsfor the Contrast Sensitivity graph
Once the CS curves for the horizontal and vertical printed directions have been
plotted for a single color on a target, the CRV can be calculated. CRV can be calculated
by different methods. To calculate volume three-dimensions are required; resolution in
the x direction, resolution in the y direction, and contrast. In order to maintain simplicity
in the calculation, the following method was used: the units on each axis were taken to
be the steps on the quadrants. There are 10 steps on each log scale, which means that
the highest possible volume that could be achieved is 1000. To illustrate this, figure 28
illustrates the CRV calculation procedure. Due to the coarse quantizing (only 10 steps per
dimension) used in the calculations, this method of calculating volume is referred to as
a relative volume, and its formula is:
contrast step 10 s number oflog
steps'in the x direction \ / number oflog
steps'in the y direction \
, l for a given contrast level / \ for a given contrast level /^^
contrast stepIN"
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Figure 28. Calculating contrast-resolution-volume (CRV) from Contrast Sensitivity curves
A three-dimensional plot of CRV was constructed using Excel, it was only used for
visual representation purposes, and not for calculation. This is shown in figure 29.
"eso/i"Hon
Figure 29. A three-dimensional distribution ofcontrast-resolution-volume
Chapter 6
Results
In order to test the hypotheses of this thesis, the Contrast Sensitivity (CS) curves from all
three colors on each system were averaged for each observer. The graphs in figure 30 show
the average CS curves plotted versus log frequency for one observer CS lineswhich do not
descend to 100% indicate that the system was unable to reproduce horizontal line widths
below the last plotted x axis value. Below the graphs, the calculated CRV values are given
for each system. The data for all observers is given inAppendix B.
Log % Contrast Sensitivity for x direction Log H ContnMt Senitbvity for y direction
line | Epson Stylus Color 5000 with ESR RIP
[__3p#ikline '
Iris Reaist 501 5 with Sate* Bnsque R
Xerox 579Q with Splash RIP m
Kodak Approval at 26> FM with Harlequin RIP
Kodak Approval at 1 00 lpi AM with Harlequin IE
Kodak Approval at 1 50 lpi AM with Harlequin RIP
Kodak Approval at 200 lpi AM with Harlequin RIP |^
n_Fuji Color Art at 200 lpi AM from Agfa fih-n
|Average of CMK |^|
Image detail on k
Relative CRV
Average of CM* |^
Average of CMK \j
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Average of CMK \j
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Average of CMK |^
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Figure 30. Contrast Sensitivity curves and relative CRV valuesfor observerACT
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2 - Iris Realist 501 5 with Scitex Brisque RIP
; sys #5 Xerox 5790 with Splash RIP I 1
sys:#4 Kodak Approval at 28</'FM,wlth Harlequin RIP
sys#5 Kodak Approval at 100 lpi AM with Harlequin RIP
sys #6 Kodak Approval at 1 50 lpi AM with Harlequin RIP
sys #7 Kodak Approval at 200 lpi AM with Harlequin: RIP
fMH Colo. An pi am frort Wm
513
366
384
480
275
445
427
475
619
327
356
530
279
388
452
531
467
251
243
392
147
305
319
425
521
352
347
497
191
395
447
482
548
379
361
511
173
380
453
468
514
317
323
502
167
335
442
483
582
346
353
520
233
456
450
533
568
33S
365
531
195
363
421
512
615
350
376
535
225
421
450
541
527
308
295
475
115
305
404
421
536
335
352
508
261
415
438
505
546
292
289
489
137
287
400
415
Table i. Relative CRVMeasurements (Average ofCMK) for each observer on each system
The averaged CRV values for each system and for each observer were compiled into
a table, shown in table 2. This data was entered into a two-way ANOVA test, where the two
dimensions in the test were systems and observers. The calculated ANOVA data is given in
Appendix C. To test whether there was any variance in the average CRV values from each
system, the null and alternate hypotheses used in the ANOVA test were:
H0: u, = p2 = p3 = u4 = u5 = u6 = u7 = p8
Hi: At least one population mean is different
(where unum = CRV mean for the system)
Using an a level of 0.01, dfsystems = 7 and dfres. error = 77 the decision rule for this test is
'Reject H0 and acceptH if the calculated F ratio is > 2.88. Otherwise, accept H0'. The results
of the ANOVA test are given in table 3. The F ratio for 'systems' is 224.67. Therefore, as the F
ratio > 2.88, H0 is rejected andH is accepted. This test proves H, of the hypotheses for this
thesis that the RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target does provide a method of discriminat
ing CRV ofmarking engines and screening methods.
Source of Variation SS df MS P-value F crit
Systems
Observers
Error
Total
1055803.32 7 150829.046 224.667508 1.5839E-48 2.88071078
124272.309 11 11297.4826 16.8281729 2.5645E-16 2.48709853
51693.441 77 671.343389
1231769.07 95
Table 3. Two-wayANOVA without replication using an a level of0.01
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Furthermore, the ANOVA test shows whether each observer produced different
results. The null and alternate hypothesis for this test are:
H0: u, = u2 = u3 = u4 = u5 = u6 = p7 = p8 = |_g = Ul0 = u = u12
H: At least one population mean is different
(where pnum = CRV mean for the observer)
Using an a level of o.oi, dfobServers = 11 and dfres. error = 77 the decision rule for this test is
'Reject Ho and acceptH, if the calculated F ratio is > 2.49. Otherwise, accept Ho'. The F ratio
for 'observers' is 16.828. Therefore, as the F ratio > 2.49, H0 is rejected and H, is accepted.
This test shows that each observer produced different results however each observer had
a different mean for all systems, and was consistent in his/her ranked judgement.
averaqe +2o -2o 1 stdev
147 115 137 167 191 173 195 261 275 233 279 225 200 255 145 54.967
251 308 292 317 352 379 335 335 366 346 327 350 330 364 295 34.524
243 295 289 323 347 361 365 352 384 353 356 376 337 379 295 41.748
30S 305 287 335 395 380 363 415 445 456 388 421 375 431 318 56.473
319 404 400 442 447 453 421 438 427 450 452 450 425 463 387 38.189
425 421 415 483 482 468 512 505 475 533 531 541 483 527 438 44.397
392 475 489 502 497 511 531 508 480 520 530 535 497 536 459 38.538
467 527 546 514 521 548 568 536 513 582 619 615 546 590 502 44.010
average 319 356 357 385 404 409 411 419 421 434 435 439
+Zo 531 614 619 626 620 642 657 613 574 666 671 688
-2o 107 98 95 144 188 176 165 225 267 202 200 190
Table 4. Relative CRVmeasurements (average ofCMK) for each observer on each system
sorted in ascending orderfor systems and observers
To examine the variance between the observers individual results, the CRV values
were sorted in ascending order for systems, and then by observers. The mean, and standard
deviations were calculated for each system and each observer. This data is given in table
4. From this sorted data, the means of systems versus observers were plotted to show the
consistency of
observers'CRV values between each system. This graph is given in figure 31.
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Figure 31. Systems (sorted) versus
observers'
means
From the curve distributions of each observer's data, it can be noted that observers
differed in evaluating the target. However, each observer's data fellwithin a certain response
range relative to the average of all distributions although the judging criteria was differ
ent for all observers, each observer evaluated the different systems using a reasonably con
sistent assessment criteria.
This trend was analyzed further by calculating normal distribution percentiles for
each CRV value. This data is given in table 5. These percentile values were then plotted
against their corresponding CRV values as a normality test. This graph is given in figure 32.
Linear trendlines have been added to the graph to indicate the distribution of the observer
data for each system. The graph indicates that almost all of the
observers'data falls close
to these lines for each system, and that all the lines fall almost parallel to one another. As
the data from each observer falls almost on a straight line, it can be concluded that the data
for each system is normally distributed. This is significant, as it shows that all observers
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had a similar standard deviation about the mean (the trendlines fall parallel to each other),
and it proves that each observer used a consistent criteria to evaluate the different systems.
Furthermore, as many of the trendlines are separated, it shows that the observers ranked
the systems in the same relative order.
Kodak Approval at 1 00 lpi AM with Harleqi
Iris Realist 501 5 with Scitcx Brisque RIP
Xerox 5790 with Splash RIP
Kodak Approval at 1 50 lpi AM with Harlequin RIP
Kodak Approval at 200 lpi AM with Harlequin RIP
Fuji ColorArt at 200 lpi AM from Agfa film
Kodak Approval at 28u FM with Harlequin RIP
Epson Stylus Color 5000 with E5R RIP
ALL MEH VKC ECW BSD CCH JPD SXS ACT JCT AGF JSC
16.8% 6.1% 12.6% 27.3% 43.8% 31.5% 46.7% 86.8% 91.3% 727% 92.4% 67.8%
1.1% 26.7% 13.9% 35.1% 74.3% 92.1% 56.3% 55.6% 85.0% 68.0% 46.3% 72.0%
1.2% 15.6%
10.9%
12.4%
6.1%
37.3%
24.1%
59.3%
64.3%
72.1%
53.5%
74.7%
41.6%
63.8%
76.2%
87.2%
89.5%
64.7%
92.6%
67.4%
59.5%
82.6%
79.4%111 .0%
1 0.3% 28.6% 25.4% 67.0% 71.3% 76.9% 45.9% 63.1% 51.5% 74.2% 76.1% 73.9%
1 9.9% 8.2% 6.4% 50.1% 49.5% 36.9% 74.6% 69.1% 43.2% 87.2% 86.4% 90.7%
1 0.3%
1 3.6%
27.7%
32.7%
41.0%
49.9%
54.4%
23.0%
49.6%
28.4%
63.8%
51.7%
80.6%
68.8%
61.2%
40.9%
32.6%
22.6%
71.8%
78.8%
80.1%
95.1%
83.5%
94.0%
Table 5. Normal distribution percentilesfor each observer on each system
Normality Test ofObservers
700
100
0.0% 50.0%
Cumulative probability
100.W
? 5VS#S
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sys #3
X sys #6
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-Linear (sys #5)
-Linear (sys #2)
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-Linear (sys #7)
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-Linear (sys #4)
-Linear (sys#1)
Figure 32. Normality test ofobservers
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Although the target allows observers to differentiate between printing systems
and rank systems in almost the same sequence, the reading of the target is subjective.
Subjectivity in an observer is an unavoidable noise factor, it can be minimized through
training, but never eliminated. From observers comments, it was noted that there were
two main causes of subjectivity in reading the target. The first was in the target design.
During the training sessions, a few observers chose contrast levels which were lower than
the actual contrast addressability. The cause of this was identified that continual horizontal
line widths across the contrast strips influenced the appearance of lines on adjacent
contast strips. After a mask was placed over the quadrant so that only one contrast patch
could be viewed, these observers could no longer see horizontal lines in the contrast patch
which he/she had previously identified as addressable. A modification of the target design
could minimize or eliminate the influence of this proximity effect.
Secondly, it was noted that the screening patterns in the printed quadrants
influenced variability in observations, particularly at coarse screen frequencies. The
screening patterns present in the horizontal lines proved to create confusion between
observers. Many observers had difficulty in deciding which lines should be counted as
resolved, and which lines should not. This reader variability is unavoidable in visual
assessment of any image quality like this target, even if squares or different line shapes
were used instead of horizontal lines, screening patterns would still be present.
Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
Summary
In this thesis, it was determined that printing systems differ in both contrast and resolution
capabilities, and while a device may have a high spatial addressability, the ability of such a
device to render low levels of contrast at a given resolution may be poor. Such limitations
of contrast and resolution (contrast-resolution) are not solely attributed to the printing
device, but to the capabilities of whole printing system; the PostScript interpreter, the
screening method used by the RIP, the image transfer method of the output device, the
substrate used, or a combination of these factors.
The RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target is a tool to assess contrast-resolution
capabilities of a printing system. It can be used by any imaging or printing process that
can process a PostScript file. The objective of this thesis was to analyze whether the target
could discriminate CRV capabilities of different printing systems, and the hypotheses
in this thesis stated:
H0 : The RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target cannot provide a method of
discriminating contrast-resolution-volume ofmarking engines and screening
methods by using analysis methods intended for use with the target.
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Hi : The RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target provides a method of discriminating
contrast-resolution-volume ofmarking engines and screening methods by using
analysis methods intended for use with the target.
The result from the hypothesis test of printing systems in the two-way ANOVA
proved that different printing systems can be discriminated by observers, therefore H
of this thesis is accepted.
Conclusions
The ANOVA test proved that different printing systems can be discriminated by use of
the RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target. The ANOVA test also shows that the observers
were using different criteria for evaluating the systems. The analysis of all the data shows
that although observers appear to use different criteria, they do so in a consistent manner.
Therefore, it can be concluded that an accurate evaluation of a system requires data
from a number of observers.
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Recommendations For Further Study
As this thesis proves that the RIT Contrast Resolution Test Target provides a method of
discriminating CRV of printing systems, an investigation of the target can be extended
to identify different areas of the target's effectiveness. In addition, the target could be
re-purposed for different uses and applications. From this thesis, the recommendations
for further study are:
l. A similar test should be run including images to verify how the results from the target
correlate with the subjective impression of the images.
2. There is a possibility that adjacent horizontal patches in the target quadrants influence
one another. This could result in potential bias in evaluation. A possible solution could
be to re-design the target, separating the patches with white lines, or making the patches
larger.
3. There are several different approaches to calculate CRV. The simple method that was
used might be improved for future work.
4. Tests could be conducted to evaluate the effect that file image compression has
on CRV, by saving the target in different compression file formats, and observing the
printed files.
5. The target could be used to quantify CRV for a display device, i.e. a monitor. Through
assessing the target on different monitors, the CRV variance between the monitors can
be recorded.
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6. When using proofing systems to simulate a press print, it is normally only considered
whether the color gamut can be matched by the proof, and the contrast-resolution
capabilities of the two systems is often neglected. Potentially, it may be necessary to not
only match color gamut (color volume) between systems, but also contrast-resolution-
volume (gamut). In order to achieve "contrast-resolution gamut mapping", a Photoshop
'contrast-resolution filter' could be designed to import the recorded contrast-resolution
values of a printed target from both the press and proofing system, and apply a 'contrast-
resolution gamut
clip'
to the image for the proofing system to match the contrast-
resolution capabilities of the proof. In addition, this filter could alert the user if the
contrast-resolution gamut of the proofing system does not have the ability to match the
gamut of the press, or indicate certain areas in the image which cannot be reproduced by
either printing system due to their contrast-resolution limitations.
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AppendixA
The RIT Contrast Resolution Test TargetVersion 0.8
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Appendix B
Contrast Sensitivity Curves and Relative CRV values (Average ofCMK)
for eachObserver on each System
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Appendix C
Two-WayAnalysis ofVariance Data
95
Anova: Two-Factor Without Replication
96
SUMMARY Count Sum Average Variance
Epson Stylus Color 5000 with ESR RIP
Iris Realist 501 5 with Scitex Brisque RIP
Xerox 5790 with Splash RIP
Kodak Approval at Z8u FM with Harlequin RIP
Kodak Approval at 1 00 lpi AM with Harlequin RIP
Kodak Approval at 1 50 lpi AM with Harlequin RIP
Kodak Approval at 200 lpi AM with Harlequin RIP
Fuji Color Art at 200 lpi AM from Agfa film
ACT
AGF
ALL
BSD
CCH
ECW
JCT
JPD
JSC
MEH
SXS
VKC
12 6557.33333 546.444444 1936.89562
12 3958 329.833333 1191.88889
12 4042.66667 336.888889 1742.93603
12 5969 497.416667 1485.15404
12 2398.33333 199.861111 3021.34259
12 4496.33333 374.694444 3189.16077
12 5102.66667 425.222222 1458.41077
12 5790.66667 482.555556 1971.09764
8 3365 420.625 5909.31548
8 3482.33333 435.291667 13890.2044
8 2550.33333 318.791667 11244.8234
8 3232.66667 404.083333 11654.1825
8 3273.33333 409.166667 13545.1746
8 3082 385.25 14525.8651
8 3472.33333 434.041667 13494.2996
8 3290 411.25 15142.4048
8 3513.33333 439.166667 15520.7302
8 2848.33333 356.041667 16648.4901
8 3350 418.75 9423.92857
8 2855.33333 356.916667 17214.4048
